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REPORT OF PROGRESS IN STUDIES REGARDING T H E OCCURRENCE
OF TORNADOES 1

By R.

Meteorologist, Weather Bureau,
Washington, D. C.
The life history of cyclones has been midity data aloft that would provide
studied extensively both from statis- substantiation for such theories as extical and theoretical standpoints. isted or would warrant a revision of
These phenomena are sufficiently large them. Unfortunately, no kite observain number to provide an almost indefi- tions were near enough to throw much
nite number of cases and are suffi- light on their genesis.
It was in the hope of securing addiciently well distributed to attract the
attention of a large number of investi- tional information, either from kite,
gators. Tornadoes, special cases of pilot balloon, or airplane observations,
the cyclone, are considerably restricted that the present study was begun some
in their geographical field and to a six months ago. Each date on which a
large extent in their seasonal occur- major low was attended by several torrence. Further, cyclones operate on a nadoes was noted and on charts presufficiently large scale to make them pared for these dates was plotted in a
more amenable to investigations than distinctive color the tornado path, the
their off-spring, the tornado. As a time of occurrence being entered in a
result the tornado has not received the table at the side of the chart. This perattention from investigators that it mits quick association of the tornado
with the different features of the
deserves.
For many years section directors of weather map, including particularly
the Weather Bureau in each State have the surface wind shift line. Available
published the occurrence of tornadoes upper air observations are also entered
and in more recent years there has ap< but the entering of all the data has not
peared in the Annual Report of the yet been completed.
Some rather interesting facts have
Chief of the Weather Bureau, a list of
tornadoes, giving the date, hour, coun- developed from this study of which you
try, direction of advance, length of will be given a brief sketch.
path, width of path, deaths and propI. Type of Parent Low.
erty damage, and in addition a chart
There has been some divergence of
showing the individual paths.
Several years ago, Professor Hum- ideas regarding the type of pressure
phreys had looked up a number of cases conditions with which tornadoes occur.
of tornadoes in the hope that there The number of different types is large
might be some kite observations near but it may be said that lows are usenough to the tornado in distance and ually of the trough type, not necessartime to furnish temperature and hu1 Atlantic City meeting, Dec. 27-28, 1932.
HANSON WEIGHTMAN,
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ily with the " V " shaped isobars. Lows
that move to the left of their normal
paths up the eastern slope of the
Rocky Mountains with increase in intensity are prolific of tornadoes in the
Plains States and in the upper Mississippi Valley. Deep, sluggish lows
over Texas with large slow-moving
highs to the north or northeast are
productive of tornadoes in the West
Gulf States. The most common pressure distribution for the occurrence of
tornadoes in the Southeastern States is
with a low far to the north with a
rather broad trough over the South
Atlantic States. While tornadoes may
occur in connection with any low in
which thunderstorms may occur, lows
attended by widespread, numerous and
destructive tornadoes usually have a
central pressure of 29.60 inches or
lower. Tornadoes have occurred under a great variety of meteorological
conditions. They have been reported
in connection with warm front thunderstorms, convectional or heat thunderstorms, tropical hurricanes, on
poorly defined discontinuities, have
been reported at the center of the low,
coincidental with the passage of the
surface cold front, and small ones have
even occurred in connection with a
large petroleum fire in California.
Tornadoes under such conditions are
rare. However, in Florida and the
Carolinas those occurring with hurricanes bulk large in the tornado history
of these states.
II.

Time of Occurrence.

The time of maximum occurrence,
considering the country as a whole, is
between 4:00 and 6:00 p.m. This is
especially true for northern sections,
but as one goes southward the maximum and minimum become less pronounced, until in the States of Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and
Texas, there is no pronounced maxi-

mum or minimum. However, a slight
maximum appears at midnight and a
lesser one about <3:00 p.m.
III.

Distance Ahead of the Surface
Wind Shift Line.

The average distance of the 343
cases studied is 163 miles. This is a
smaller distance than was previously
supposed, but the discrepancy is explained due to consideration of the
wind shift line at 8 a. m. or 8 p. m., and
not allowing for its travel between the
observation time and the occurrence of
the tornado. The plane of discontinuity between the warm and cold air
masses is inclined toward the east
aloft, that is, the colder air passes over
a given locality earlier aloft than it
does at the surface. The effective upper front is a little difficult to place
with regard to elevation. At first it
was thought that it was at about 2,000
meters, but our recent study of kite
and airplane observations would indicate higher levels, possibly as great as
4 or even 5 km. The surface front has
little to do apparently with the occurrence of tornadoes for it is the overrunning front aloft that has the effect
of bringing colder air over warm air
and causes the instability that is responsible for the occurrence of thunderstorms and tornadoes.
Air Mass.

Nine out of ten lows that are accompanied by tornadoes have either polar
Pacific air, neutralized polar Pacific,
or neutralized Canadian air, following
the passage of the wind shift line. This
leaves polar Canadian air in only one
out of ten cases. This finding is in harmony with studies by Rossby and
Weightman in 1925, which showed that
the over-runnning fronts were to be
associated with Pacific highs which extend to relatively high levels and are
preceded and attended by only moderately colder weather, and not with the
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Alberta highs which were rather shallow and were preceded and attended by
decidedly colder weather.
The conclusions presented here are
rather general, but it is planned to pursue this investigation further in the
expectation of developing a more specific theory, especially from the study
of upper air conditions of temperature
and humidity. It seems that we have
much to hope for as it is possible for
airplanes to secure observations in

many cases in which it would be impossible to get up the kites.
Discussion: Dr. W I L L E T T doubted
the effect of over-running cool air several miles ahead of a front. His observations showed the occurrence of
the tornado rather close to the front.
Dr. H U M P H R E Y S agreed with this, saying that a tornado is produced by two
adjacent air masses of different temperature moving in different directions.

T H E C H A N G E OF H U M I D I T Y I N C I D E N T T O A T H U N D E R S T O R M

1

B y W . J . HUMPHREYS

Thunderstorms are of two general
types, "heat thunderstorms" and "cold
front" storms. The first type arises
from the overturn of large masses of
heated air, the second from the impact
of an oncoming mass of migrating
colder air against a body of warmer
air. Heat thunderstorms are accompanied by an increase in absolute humidity, while the humidity falls when
the cold-front storm comes on.
This is about what should be expected. The heat storm is started in
a mass of air which contains the same
amount of water vapor all the way
through, and the falling rain increases
it by evaporating part of itself as it
falls. The cold-front storm, on the
contrary, is caused by cold, dry air
moving into a region of warm, moist
air, and the aridity of the cold air is
not offset by the evaporation from the
falling rain.—From Abstr. in Sci.
Service.
Discussion:

D r . BROOKS, calling at-

tention to the inevitable "100%" humidity when rain spray is driven
through the instrument shelter wetting the hygrograph hairs at the onset
of a thunderstorm, questioned the conclusion based on hygrograph records
that the absolute humidity was raised

by a heat thunderstorm. The air that
accompanies the mass of falling rain
is not the same as the hot air that enveloped the station before the thunderstorm commenced. That hot air has
been scooped up by the cool under-running wedge of the squall. The air that
comes with the rain is air descending
from within the cloud, and is air from
which vapor has been precipitated.
Therefore, it has a lower absolute humidity in spite of a certain amount of
return of vapor to it by the evaporation of raindrops as it is heated by
compression on descent. At the conclusion of a played-out heat thunderstorm in Texas in the summer of 1918
the lowest absolute humidity of the
week was observed while rain was still
falling. (College Station, Texas, July
1, 1918, air temp. 80.1°, rel. hum. 54%,
dew point 62° F.) Dr. Brooks recalled
another instance at Blue Hill Observatory .
Dr. H U M P H R E Y S replied that he believed the two incidents were exceptions, which Dr. Brooks admitted as
possibly true, and that evaporation
would have accounted for the changes
in humidity reported in these cases.
1 Atlantic City meeting, Dec.
27-28, 1932.
Pub'd. in full in Mo. Weather Rev., Dec., 1932,
p. 246.
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